Project Objective:

Victim Assistance (VA): This component aims at physical and socio-economic rehabilitation of people with disabilities and their re-integration into their society.

Mine Risk Education (MRE): increase sustainable capacities to identify socio-economic risk-taking behaviour, strengthen capacities to of the local stakeholders, to implement Community Based Mine Risk Education in KRG. Provide evidence-based situation analysis information to Victim Assistance (VA) stakeholders on current needs and demands of mine victims and their access to services in KRG. To improve knowledge of local authorities’ and implementing organizations’ in KRG, on VA and strengthened their capacities to plan VA interventions.

Project Achievements:

- Various trainings and workshops conducted regarding mine action victims
- Various awareness campaigns on mine action victims initiated, and materials printed
- UNICEF together with IKMAA is developing a ToR for bringing a consultant to Support IKMAA and MoH to conduct Gap Assessment in mine victim assistance data
- IKMAA has chaired the first mine action coordination meeting

Documentation:
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